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Ripple patterns forming on Pt111 due to 5 keV Ar+ grazing-incidence ion bombardment were investigated
by scanning tunneling microscopy in a broad temperature range from 100 to 720 K and for ion fluences up to
31020 ions/m2. A detailed morphological analysis together with molecular dynamics simulations of single
ion impacts allow us to develop atomic scale models for the formation of these patterns. The large difference
in step edge versus terrace damage is shown to be crucial for ripple formation under grazing incidence. The
importance of distinct diffusion processes—step adatom generation at kinks and adatom lattice gas
formation—for temperature dependent transitions in the surface morphology is highlighted. Surprisingly, ion
bombardment effects like thermal spike induced adatom production and planar subsurface channeling are
important for pattern ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation on crystalline and amorphous solids us-
ing ion bombardment has become a topic of rapidly increas-
ing interest. One reason is certainly the potential of such
nanoscale patterns linear dimensions of the order of
10–100 nm for applications. With the use of suitable ion
sources, they can be produced relatively cheaply and uni-
formly over large surface areas linear dimensions of the
order of 0.1 m. Currently their use for manipulating
magnetism,1,2 for the ordered adsorption of large molecules,3
for tuning the chemical reactivity of catalytically active
surfaces,4 for optoelectronic devices,5 for manipulating film
texture6 or for use as molding templates7 are explored. De-
ciphering the formation mechanisms of these patterns at the
atomic scale is a fascinating and demanding problem. Once
solved, it would allow us to tune their properties lateral
dimension, uniformity, shape, and aspect ratio in a more
precise and efficient way than nowadays, with ensuing con-
sequences for their applicability. It is our goal in this work to
contribute to the atomic scale understanding of the surface
pattern formation mechanisms by ion bombardment.
Two groups of patterns result from ion bombardment. Dot
or pit arrangements at normal or slightly off-normal beam
incidence and ripple patterns at a significant off normal
ripple wave vector parallel to the projection of the ion beam
on the surface or grazing beam incidence ripple wave vec-
tor normal to the projection of the ion beam. We note that
ripple patterns may also be formed by normal incidence ion
bombardment of low symmetry, anisotropic crystalline
substrates.8 There is a growing consensus that the formation
of dot and pit patterns of crystalline materials remaining
also crystalline during bombardment—in particular,
metals—can be explained in terms of elementary atomic
processes.9–19 At sufficiently high temperatures, the forma-
tion of pit patterns can be attributed to the creation of mobile
surface vacancies and vacancy clusters, their aggregation to
islands, and the action of a step edge barrier for surface
vacancies.10,12–20 Coarsening behavior could be linked to ma-
terial transport along step edges and the high temperature
breakdown of pattern formation to the onset of step atom
detachment.13 Toward lower temperatures, a transition from
pit to dot patterns is observed, which is linked to the mobility
of adatoms and adatom clusters generated during bombard-
ment, whereas surface and subsurface vacancy and vacancy
cluster mobility ceases.10,12,20 Dot patterns on amorphous or
ion beam amorphized surfaces e.g., semiconductor surfaces
are usually described in terms of continuum theory.5,21 This
holds as well for the dot pattern created at off-normal inci-
dence, but with sample rotation.22,23 The evolution of these
highly ordered patterns and their symmetry is not fully un-
derstood, but significant advances in their theoretical de-
scription were achieved.24
The situation is somewhat different and less conclusive
for off-normal and grazing-incidence ion bombardment. The
morphological evolution of 0001-graphite25 amorphizing
during bombardment and Cu00126 for not too large ion
fluences i.e., ion beam exposure times is apparently ad-
equately described by linear continuum theory. However,
there are examples that exhibit an increase of the ripple
wavelength with ion fluence according to a power law al-
ready in the early stages of morphological evolution, e.g., for
Ag001, Cu110, and polycrystalline metal films.8,27,28 The
increase of the ripple wavelength with fluence is not de-
scribed in linear continuum theory.29 Attempts were made to
incorporate into the continuum theory description27,30,31 ef-
fects of the crystal structure—e.g., the step edge barrier for
adatoms or diffusion anisotropy—and nonlinear terms to ac-
count for kinetic roughening. Whether the additional terms in
the continuum theory description are sufficient for an ad-
equate description of ripple patterns on anisotropic substrates
or of ripple patterns that exhibit coarsening right from the
beginning of their morphological evolution is not yet settled.
In contrast to normal incidence ion bombardment, much
less work describes the morphological evolution of ripple
patterns in terms of atomic scale processes and links specific
features to specific processes. In particular, the onset of
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ripple pattern formation is not yet well understood. Con-
tinuum theory postulates as the key destabilizing mechanism
in ripple pattern formation the curvature dependent sputter-
ing yield.29,30,32 Physically, it is based on Sigmund’s
finding33 that the impinging ions deliver more energy to the
surface in depressions compared to elevations. This implies a
smaller sputtering yield of elevations, which in turn gives
rise to surface destabilization. The Sigmund mechanism ex-
plicitly neglects the crystalline structure. It can only be con-
sidered to be appropriate for the radii of curvature that are
large compared to the diameter of the impact influenced
zone. Beyond this continuum theory postulate there is, to the
authors’ best knowledge, only the work of van Dijken
et al.,34 which gives an atomic scale explanation of the for-
mation of shallow, only a few layers deep ripples “nano-
grooves” upon grazing incidence ion bombardment. Several
aspects of the nanogroove formation scenario will be dis-
cussed in relation to the present work in Sec. VI.
Here we investigate the atomic scale formation mecha-
nisms of ripple formation on Pt111 under 5 keV Ar+ ion
bombardment at a grazing incidence =83°  along the
1¯1¯2 direction. Under these conditions, it is found that first
a pattern of elongated vacancy islands long, monolayer deep
depressions, also named vacancy grooves is formed. With
increasing ion exposure, this pattern transforms into a
multilayer pattern of ripples. The structure formation sets in
at low ion fluences and—contrary to the aforementioned
nanogroove case—the amplitude of the pattern rapidly in-
creases with ion fluence according to a power law.35 Surpris-
ing and unique elements are found to be relevant for ripple
formation, among them i the irrelevance of vacancy island
nucleation; ii an extreme difference in sputtering yields for
terrace impacts and step edge impacts; iii an athermal ada-
tom mechanism for the alignment of elongated vacancy is-
lands; and iv the importance of planar subsurface channel-
ing at elevated temperatures, which we addressed already in
a recent letter.36 A coherent picture of ripple formation at
grazing incidence is given later, which emphasizes the role
of distinct atomic scale diffusion processes in their forma-
tion.
The outline of the manuscript is as follows. After a brief
presentation of the experimental and simulation procedures
in Sec. II relevant information on diffusion processes and
ion surface interaction for the specific system under
concern—Pt111—is briefly summarized in Sec. III. Section
IV gives an overview on the temperature dependence of
ripple formation on Pt111, while the distinct temperature
regimes of pattern formation are discussed in detail in Secs.
V and VI. Finally, the paper ends with Sec. VII containing a
brief discussion of the roughness evolution of the patterns.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION
PROCEDURES
The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
UHV variable temperature STM apparatus with a base
pressure in the 10−11 mbar range.37 Sample cleaning was ac-
complished by cycles of ion bombardment at room tempera-
ture r.t. and flash annealing to 1273 K. For the grazing
incidence ion experiments, the clean surface was exposed to
a mass separated 5 keV Ar+ ion beam incident along the
1¯1¯2 direction at an angle of =83° with respect to the
surface normal at various temperatures and for various expo-
sure times. The ion flux was calibrated prior to each experi-
ment with a Faraday cup moved to the sample position and
controlled after the end of the bombardment time. The ion
flux used was 1.81016 ions m−2 s−1 corresponding to 1.2
10−3 MLE/s, if not otherwise specified. For simplicity in
the following, the ion fluence F the product of ion flux and
exposure time is specified in monolayer equivalents MLE,
where 1 MLE=1.5041019 ions/m2. This quantity is nu-
merically identical to the areal density of Pt atoms on the
111 surface usually specified as one monolayer ML. At
the end of the bombardment time interval the sample was
quenched to r.t. This freezing temperature is sufficient, as
with the end bombardment all mobile species adatoms, va-
cancies, small clusters are rapidly incorporated into steps,
which are immobile on the time scale of hours no fluctua-
tions below 400 K. For experiments performed below r.t.,
the sample is quenched either to about 100 K for a bombard-
ment temperature above 150 K or to about 40 K for even
lower bombardment temperatures. STM imaging started after
temperature stabilization, typically within 15 min after the
end of the ion exposure. STM images in this paper are dis-
played as grayscale topographs, if not specified otherwise.
The morphology in grazing incidence ion bombardment
depends critically on the angle . Therefore it is crucial to
control and reproduce this angle precisely. To this purpose
the sample holder plate can be tilted in an axis normal to the
ion beam through a gear mechanism changing  by 0.8° per
turn. The absolute value of  is measured through the posi-
tion of the reflected ion beam and its shift with  with the
help of a second Faraday cup located 47 mm behind the
sample in the beam direction, which can be moved up and
down normal to the ion beam in the plane formed by the
beam and the surface normal. The beam divergence is around
1°, the precision of the absolute value of  is better than 1°
and the reproducibility of  is 0.2°.
The wavelength analysis of the ripple patterns formed due
to ion bombardment was performed with two different meth-
ods yielding similar results within an accuracy of better than
10%. First, the height-height correlation function Gx ,y
= hx˜ , y˜hx˜+x , y˜+yx˜,y˜ with hx˜ , y˜=hx˜ , y˜−h¯ was de-
termined for representative STM topographs. Here h¯ is the
average height. As a measure of the wavelength  we used
the separation between the two first minima in the direction
normal to the ripple pattern. Second, histograms of the sepa-
ration of minima in line profiles taken normal to the ripple
pattern in the STM topographs were established with suffi-
cient statistics. The average separation was taken as the
wavelength  of the ripple pattern. The standard deviations
of the separation histograms are a measure of pattern regu-
larity.
In order to obtain an atomistic insight into the processes
occurring under ion impact, a series of molecular-dynamics
simulations were performed.38,39 We use a Pt 111 crystal-
lite, which consists of 14 240 atoms, arranged in 11 layers,
each containing 1344 atoms. Its 111 surface is free and
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relaxed; the other five sides contain three layers of damped
atoms in order to simulate the environment of the crystallite;
the outermost layers are fixed.40 We employ a many-body
interaction potential41 to describe the Pt interatomic interac-
tion, which has been splined at high energies to the ZBL42
potential. The Ar-Pt interaction is modeled to be purely re-
pulsive according to the ZBL potential. We simulated the
processes occurring after ion impact for at least 20 ps. The
simulation data shown here refer to a target temperature of
0 K, unless otherwise indicated. A number of simulations
have also been performed at 550 K in order to compare to
experiments performed at 550 K. We use velocity scaling to
reach this temperature in the target and let it relax for at least
25 ps to reach equilibrium. We note that for these simula-
tions it was essential to fix the bottommost layer of the crys-
tallite in order to stabilize it against “floppy” long-
wavelength vibrational and torsional modes.
III. ATOMIC SCALE DAMAGE OF GRAZING INCIDENCE
IONS AND DIFFUSION PROCESSES ON PT(111)
In the present section we summarize the knowledge on
the interaction of ions with Pt111 and diffusion processes
on this surface, which is a prerequisite for an adequate dis-
cussion of ripple formation in the subsequent sections.
Figure 1 exhibits a schematic side view of the bombard-
ment geometry. By molecular-dynamics MD simulations
and STM experiments,39 it was found that ascending step
edges illuminated by the ion beam possess a dramatically
enhanced sputtering yield compared to terraces. To be more
precise, ions crossing the dashed line in Fig. 1 in front of the
ascending step at a distance  −xc ,0 possess an average
sputtering yield of about 8.4 for the ion and surface param-
eters used in the present experiment. In this geometric model
these ions hit the step edge either directly trajectory 1 in
Fig. 1 or after reflection on the lower terrace trajectory 2 in
Fig. 1. For convenience, lengths on the surface will be de-
noted in dimensionless units, =x /x, where x=2.40 Å is
the spacing of the atomic rows in the 1¯1¯2 direction; thus,
on Pt111 for =83°, xc corresponds to a value of xc
=x /x=15.4 atomic rows. The sputtering yield for these
ions is consequently denoted as the step edge sputtering yield
Ystep. The MD simulations also indicate that ions hitting the
step edge right at the bottom as trajectory 1 possess a sig-
nificant probability for subsurface planar channeling between
the topmost and the underneath atomic layer, i.e., for guided
motion of the ions between these layers.36 In contrast, for
ions hitting the surface on the terrace, a low terrace sputter-
ing yield of Y terr0.08 was found experimentally. Thus Ystep
exceeds Y terr by a factor of about 100. It should be noted that
this yield enhancement at step edges is independent of the
ion flux enhancement onto step edges. Indeed, due to the
width xc of the stripe in front of an ascending step edge, on
top of the yield difference a step edge atom receives a flux 15
times larger than a terrace atom under the conditions used
here.
Molecular dynamics simulations yield additional insight
into the damage patterns evolving from terrace and step edge
impacts. In consequence of a typical step edge impact after
the cascade phase, a well developed thermal spike evolves.
Due to viscous flow of the melt onto the surface, a rim of
adatom clusters develops, which contains in the average 23
atoms. In this rim the adatoms are distributed in a broad
cluster size range from single adatoms to clusters containing
more than 50 atoms. The rim surrounds the central vacancy
cluster core. It contains, on average, about 31 surface vacan-
cies from the topmost surface level frequently connected to
the lower terrace and lower levels. The majority of the sur-
face vacancies are usually found in one or two large core
clusters, but also small vacancy clusters and single surface
vacancies are observed. The difference between the numbers
of adatoms and vacancies created is roughly the amount of
sputtered atoms, which was measured to be 8.3 atoms in our
simulations. Due to the localization of the energy deposition
very close to the surface, generally the amount of bulk dam-
age bulk vacancies, bulk vacancy clusters, and interstitial
atoms is small compared to the visible surface damage. It is
important to note that damage patterns and the amount of
damage per impact scatter considerably.
Figure 2 shows the remaining damage after an impact
with =−3. In this violent event about 100 adatoms and 142
vacancies were created. Vacancy production in lower layers
is well visible. The simulations also allow us to estimate the
surface area influenced by a single step edge impact the
extension of the damage caused by the thermal spike. For
the case visualized in Fig. 2, it has a diameter of dS50 Å,
corresponding to an area of about 300 surface atoms. It co-
incides quite well with the area delineated by the adatom
rim. The extension of the central vacancy core is smaller and
extends only to about 0.5dS.
For the values =83° under concern here, the interaction
of the ions with the terrace may be described as planar sur-
face channeling.43 The ions experience an effective planar
surface potential and are nearly specularly reflected by its
repulsive part. Whether or not surface damage is created dur-
ing this interaction depends critically on the forces exerted
by the ion onto the surface atoms during its motion. The
experimental sputtering yield of Y terr0.08 indicates non-
negligible damage on the terrace due to the experimental
beam divergence this value is an average over an angular
spread of about ±1.5°. As the adatom yield is typically two
to four times larger than the sputtering yield, the frequent
production of adatom surface vacancy pairs may be assumed.
At 0 K, MD simulations of terrace impacts with =83°
FIG. 1. Schematic side view of experimental geometry during
ion exposure. Ions crossing the dashed line in front of an illumi-
nated step at a distance  within the interval −xc ,0 give rise to the
large step edge sputtering yield Ystep8.4, whereas all other ions
cause only negligible sputtering with Y terr0.08.
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show no damage production. Sputtering ceases for 79°
and adatom production for 81°. For finite temperatures,
however, the situation changes. Due to surface atom vibra-
tions the planarity of the surface potential is disturbed and
larger forces are acting on individual surface atoms. In the
MD simulations for =83° at 550 K, the adatom production
is always present, though the yield depends critically on the
simulation details, ranging from 0.04 to 0.55. In conclusion,
terrace impacts cause the creation of single adatoms and
single surface vacancies with temperature dependent yields.
The surface area influenced by a single terrace impact the
extension of the surface area heated by the ion collision is
far smaller for a terrace impact than for a step edge impact.
From the molecular-dynamics simulations, we can derive
that the heated area is not larger than about 130 Å2 and con-
tains about 20 atoms; the temperature increase reached there
amounts at least to 250 K and assumes a maximum value of
600 K.
In order to evaluate the importance of diffusion processes
during pattern formation the frequency of their occurrence
d=1/d has to be compared to the frequency e=1/e, with
which a surface site is influenced by the interaction with an
impinging ion. The latter sets the relevant time scale e of the
experiment. Given the ion flux of 1.210−3 MLE/s and as-
suming a step impact influenced area with a diameter of
about 50 Å, steps illuminated by the ion beam and the stripes
with a width of about 25 Å adjacent to the steps are affected
approximately every 3 s by a step edge impact e3 s. For
all other surface locations, e is much larger and each surface
atom is affected roughly every 40 s. With increasing tem-
perature, a diffusion process must be considered to become
relevant, whenever the condition d	e becomes valid.
Table I groups the relevant Pt diffusion processes into
bulk, surface point defect and cluster, step, and step edge
barrier processes, and displays their onset temperatures T0,
FIG. 2. Top view of the damage pattern of a 5 keV Ar+ ion
incident on the step on Pt111 from the left with =−3 see the
text. The arrow indicates the direction of the incoming ion.
TABLE I. Diffusion processes relevant for pattern formation by ion bombardment. The temperatures
given are estimates for the onset temperatures T0 at which the frequency of a process is 1 s−1 also see the
text.
Process T0 Reference
Bulk Interstitial atom diffusion 20 K 45 and 46
Bulk vacancy diffusion 500 K 45
Bulk vacancy cluster
diffusion/dissolution
500–850 K 45 and 47
Surface Adatom diffusion 100 K 48 and 49
Adatom cluster diffusion
sizes 2–7 atoms
160–390 K 50
Surface vacancy diffusion 180 K 51
Surface vacancy cluster diffusion unknown
Step Mobility of laterally
onefold coordinated edge atoms
150 K 52
Mobility of laterally
twofold coordinated edge atoms
step adatom diffusion
250–350 K 53 and 54
Step adatom generation at kinks
full edge mobility
500 K 55–57
Detachment of atoms from kinks,
adatom lattice gas formation
700 K 13, 58, and 59
Step edge barrier Insignificant for adatoms descending
at open rough steps
60 and 61
Significant for vacancies
at ascending steps
13, 18, and 58
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for simplicity for the usual time scale 0=1 s.44 Below, two
important morphological changes in the evolution of patterns
will be recognized, which are linked to single atomic pro-
cesses. The first significant step is the onset of full step edge
mobility at 500 K, i.e., the transport of material along the
step edge, even in the absence of ion bombardment. Full
edge mobility requires the creation of step adatoms at kink
positions laterally threefold coordinated kink atoms become
laterally twofold coordinated step adatoms and the motion
of these mobile species along the step edge, even around
corners. The second is the formation of an adatom lattice gas
at 700 K by the detachment of atoms from kink positions,
thereby becoming adatoms, and their migration onto the ter-
race. The latter process is relevant, as it bypasses effectively
the step edge barrier for vacancies, i.e., the kinetic hindrance
for surface vacancies to anneal at ascending steps.13,59
A remark with respect to the step edge barrier for adatoms
is in place here, which is frequently discussed as a destabi-
lization mechanism in ion bombardment.8,31 For dense
packed straight step edges oriented along the 110 direc-
tions, Pt adatoms on Pt111 experience a significant addi-
tional step edge barrier against their descent to a lower layer
of up to 0.20 eV.60 This barrier is indeed relevant in mound
growth experiments at 400–500 K, where such steps form
due to the step edge diffusion kinetics. For open, kinked
steps, the step edge barrier amounts—depending on the kink
concentration—only to a few hundreds of an eV. In grazing-
incidence ion bombardment along the 1¯1¯2 direction the
formation of open kinked steps along this direction is forced
by the ion beam. Thus, the additional step edge barrier for
adatoms is irrelevant for the morphological evolution under
the conditions used here. It is therefore not discussed any
further.
As a concluding remark to this section, the applicability
of continuum theory approaches to the present case is ad-
dressed. One of the essentials in continuum theory is the
smooth and continuous variation of the local sputtering yield
with the surface morphology. This assumption is violated to
the extreme in the present case, where a nearly digital varia-
tion of the sputtering yield from terraces to steps takes place,
a variation by a factor of about 100. It is therefore no sur-
prise that none of the global predictions of the Bradley-
Harper theory for pattern formation is fulfilled in the present
case: roughness neither grows exponentially not even in an
initial stage nor does the pattern wavelength stay constant
with ion fluence. As the continuum theory is inapplicable, it
is not addressed more in the following parts of the paper.
IV. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RIPPLE
FORMATION—OVERVIEW
Figure 3 gives an overview on the temperature depen-
dence of the surface morphology of Pt111 after an ion flu-
FIG. 3. Morphology of Pt111 after an ion fluence of 20 MLE at a 250 K, b 350 K, c 450 K, d 550 K, e 625 K, and f 720 K.
The direction of the ion beam projection onto the surface is indicated by a white arrow in a. The image size is 2450 Å2450 Å for a–e
and 4900 Å4900 Å in f. The insets show parts of the images in doubled magnification. The gray scale-height relation differs from image
to image.
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ence of 20 MLE. The following observations are obvious
from the images: i For all but the highest temperature the
formation of a ripple pattern along the direction of the ion
beam projection onto the surface is observed. ii The typical
height difference between the ripple ridges and the ripple
valleys is of the order of ten atomic layers. In fact, the quan-
titative roughness analysis in Fig. 4a exhibits a bell shaped
roughness curve with a maximum in roughness around
550 K. The roughness is much smaller at low and at high
temperatures. A similar bell shaped temperature dependent
roughness evolution was observed also for the normal inci-
dence ion bombardment of Ag00114 and Ag110.62 iii
The step edge structure changes with increasing temperature
compare insets of Fig. 3. The step edges become smoother
and the visible adatom islands in the top layer become larger
and more compact. Moreover, above 450 K the global step
orientation in the ripple pattern starts to deviate more and
more from the 1¯1¯2 direction of the ion beam. Portions of
dense packed 110 steps develop. iv While for low tem-
peratures only narrow V-shaped valleys are visible, at tem-
peratures above 450 K broad U-shaped valleys are formed.
At the bottom of the V valleys only narrow vacancy grooves
are visible, while at the bottom of the U-shaped valleys com-
pact vacancy islands are present, which are bounded by the
energetically favorable 110 oriented steps. v With increas-
ing temperature the pattern changes from being dominated
by broad ripple ridges separated by V-shaped valleys to one
being dominated by broad U-shaped ripple valleys separated
by comparatively narrow ridges. The difference between the
ripple ridge and the ripple valley pattern is most obvious in
the comparison of Fig. 3b and Fig. 3e. This change in the
character of the ripple pattern with temperature is similar to
the observed change from dot to pit patterns at normal inci-
dence ion bombardment.10,12,20 vi Finally, the ripple wave-
length apparently stays roughly constant up to 450 K and
then rapidly increases with temperature. This finding is cor-
roborated by the quantitative analysis of Fig. 4b, where the
ripple wavelength is plotted versus temperature. Up to 450 K
the wavelength stays around 120 Å and then increases rap-
idly. The data point at 720 K, where after an ion fluence of
20 MLE only the anticipation of a ripple pattern is visible, is
an estimate with considerable uncertainty. We note that a
similar dependence of ripple wavelength on temperature was
found for the nanogrooves on Cu001.34 vii The regularity
of the ripple pattern in the direction normal to the ion beam,
i.e., the uniformity of the wavelength is best developed at
450 K. It is quantitatively measured from the relative stan-
dard deviations  / of the histograms of distances  be-
tween valleys in the direction normal to the ion beam com-
pare the inset of Fig. 4b.
The previous observations advise a distinction of two re-
gimes of ripple formation. The athermal regime with a tem-
perature independent wavelength between 200 and 500 K
and the thermal regime between 500 and 700 K. As dis-
cussed previously, the two regimes of pattern formation dif-
fer not only by their different dependence of wavelength on
temperature, but also by their different appearance ripple
ridge versus ripple valley pattern, transition from V-shaped
valleys to U-shaped valleys, the degree of alignment of the
observed steps with respect to the ion beam direction, as well
as the presence/absence of compact vacancy islands. The two
regimes of pattern formation are limited toward higher and
lower temperatures by the absence of pattern formation. The
absence of pattern formation above 700 K is obvious from
Fig. 3f. The absence of pattern formation at low tempera-
ture can be inferred from Fig. 5. It exhibits an STM topo-
graph taken after exposure to 70 MLE at 100 K. Although a
faint overall alignment of the surface structures along the ion
beam direction indicated by the arrow is visible, it would
be a clear exaggeration to talk about a pattern. The topogra-
phy is dominated by numerous small adatom clusters. Only a
few layers are uncovered and the roughness is well below the
value obtained at 250 K after exposure to 20 MLE compare
Fig. 3a.
V. THE ATHERMAL PATTERN FORMATION REGIME
The key to uncovering the mechanisms of pattern forma-
tion is an analysis of its onset. Figure 6 exhibits a sequence
of STM topographs representing the morphology at 450 K
after ion fluences decreasing from the 20 MLE shown in Fig.
FIG. 4. a Temperature dependence of roughness 
 for the mor-
phologies of Fig. 3 formed by exposure to ion fluences of 20 MLE.
The roughness data point for 100 K after 70 MLE added in brackets
compare Fig. 5. b Wavelength analysis for the same patterns.
Error bars below the symbol size, except for the data point at
720 K, which is just an estimate with a large uncertainty toward
larger values. Inset: normalized standard deviations  / of the
histograms of distances  between valleys in the direction normal to
the ion beam versus temperature see the text.
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3c toward lower values. In Fig. 6a after an ion fluence of
only 5 MLE, a fully developed ripple pattern with ripple
ridges separated by narrow, several layers deep V-shaped
valleys is present. Decreasing the ion fluence further, in Fig.
6b after 1 MLE, a periodic pattern on the terrace is still
present. It consists of elongated adatom island structures in
the following also named adatom bands remaining from the
first, half removed layer. Alternatively phrased, the pattern is
formed by a network of coalesced elongated vacancy islands
or vacancy grooves. Even in Fig. 6c after an ion fluence
of only 0.5 MLE, a periodicity is visible. The topograph
exhibits a preexisting step present already before the start of
ion exposure crossing the topograph horizontally at about
half image height. The ion exposure generated periodic va-
cancy fjords at this step prior to the appearance of the pattern
on the terrace. The periodicity of the vacancy fjord pattern of
Fig. 6c in the direction normal to the ion beam is identical
to the one of the terrace vacancy groove pattern of Fig. 6b
within the limits of error and amounts to 75 Å. Besides the
vacancy fjords at the preexisting step, on the terrace vacancy
grooves, small compact vacancy islands and adatom islands
are visible in Fig. 6c.
We focus first on the formation of the pattern on the ter-
race and distinguish—as suggested by the topographs of Fig.
6—two stages: I The formation of long vacancy island
structures—vacancy grooves—along the ion beam direction
and II their periodic arrangement in the direction normal to
the ion beam. According to the MD simulations, although
terrace impacts cause no or only negligible sputtering occa-
sionally they create vacancies and adatoms. These defects
will partly recombine, and partly migrate at the temperatures
under concern and form larger vacancy and atom clusters.
The cluster steps are illuminated by the ion beam and will
therefore cause step impacts. Step impacts cause the forma-
tion of large vacancy clusters or small vacancy islands sur-
rounded by adatoms. The adatoms will largely recombine
with the vacancy islands by diffusion, without being able to
fill them due to the sputtered material. Ensuing step impacts
will cause a rapid extension of the vacancy islands in the
direction of the ion beam. As long as step edge diffusion is
unable to reshape the vacancy islands, they remain narrow
and elongated and eventually form the vacancy grooves, as
apparent in Fig. 6c. This condition is fulfilled as long as no
step adatom generation at kinks is possible, which in turn
would cause full step edge mobility compare Table I. The
motion of onefold or twofold coordinated step atoms as well
as adatoms filling in will certainly smoothen the ensuing
vacancy groove step, but does not allow transport along the
kinked 1¯1¯2 direction, the direction along which the ion
beam creates new step edge.
To understand stage II of pattern formation, i.e., the de-
velopment of a periodicity of the vacancy grooves normal to
the beam direction, the separation d of vacancy grooves nor-
mal to their growth direction has to be to compared to the
diameter dS of the area influenced by a single step edge im-
pact defined in Sec. III. As shown in Fig. 7a, if ddS, two
vacancy grooves will pass by each other without any inter-
action. If ddS compare Fig. 7b, a vacancy groove tip
approaching the end of another vacancy groove will influ-
ence its position. The melt outflow of a thermal spike created
at the tip of the vacancy groove in consequence of a step
impact will partly fill the neighboring vacancy groove and
tend to shift its center away from it. This mechanism creates
an effective repulsion for vacancy grooves. Finally, as
sketched in Fig. 7c, if d0.5dS the growing tip of the
FIG. 5. Morphology of Pt111 after an ion fluence of 70 MLE
at 100 K. The direction of the ion beam projection onto the surface
is indicated by the white arrow. The image size is 1250 Å
1250 Å.
FIG. 6. The sequence of topographs after ion bombardment at 450 K with decreasing ion fluence. a 5 MLE, b 1.0 MLE, c 0.5 MLE.
The image size is always 2450 Å2450 Å. The white arrow indicates the direction of the ion beam.
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vacancy groove will hit the end of another one, inducing
vacancy groove coalescence. If there is a certain misalign-
ment between the two grooves, upon coalescence an illumi-
nated piece of step is formed. As indicated in Fig. 7c, this
kink will be preferentially eroded by the ion beam. More-
over, due to adatom outflow the neighboring step edge will
be shifted, thereby improving the overall alignment.
In this somewhat speculative scenario the initial pattern
wavelength  is set by the ion beam, more precisely by the
impact separation dS. The rough agreement of the initial pat-
tern wavelength 75 Å with dS50 Å supports our
speculations. If the initial  is set by the ion beam, it is
natural that there exists an extended temperature range, in
which  is independent of temperature, as observed experi-
mentally. For the same reason,  is independent of ion flux
up to 450 K. Since dS is an increasing function of the ion
energy, one expects an increase of the  with the ion energy.
Indeed, for a fixed ion fluence we observe for 2 keV Ar+ a
wavelength smaller by 40% compared to 10 keV Ar+.35 Fi-
nally, it is nothing but expected that the same periodicity is
observed to develop on terraces and at preexisting step
edges, if the initial  is set by the ion beam. In fact, basically
the same mechanisms as sketched previously and illustrated
in Fig. 7 hold also for the early pattern formation at preex-
isting step edges. This step edge pattern is formed more rap-
idly, as the illuminated step edges are present right from the
beginning of ion exposure, while on the terrace the illumi-
nated cluster steps are formed only after an induction phase.
The duration of the induction phase is related to the amount
of damage caused by terrace impacts. Thus, decreasing the
angle of incidence by a few degrees—thereby increasing the
perpendicular kinetic energy and thus the terrace damage—
shortens the induction phase compare Ref. 36.
If the initial pattern wavelength is set by the ion beam,
one may wonder why then pattern formation diminishes be-
low 200 K, as demonstrated by Fig. 5. Apparently some dif-
fusion processes are necessary for pattern formation. A look
into Table I indicates that below 200 K the mobility of va-
cancies, small adatom clusters, and adatoms ceases. In fact,
their mobility is decisive in the initial stage of pattern forma-
tion for the following two reasons. In the space between two
vacancy grooves, i.e., on the adatom band separating them,
terrace impacts still create vacancies and adatoms. Diffusion
warrants that these vacancies and adatoms diffuse to existing
sinks, namely to the steps separating adatom bands and va-
cancy grooves depletion effect. In the absence of diffusion,
these vacancies and adatoms remain at their location and
initiate the formation of new vacancy grooves on an adatom
band “too small,” i.e., with a linear dimension below dS.
Their formation destroys the ordering of the vacancy grooves
and thus disturbs the pattern formation. Moreover, in the
absence of vacancy, adatom cluster, and adatom diffusion,
also the formation of vacancy grooves themselves is ham-
pered. The damage reorganization and partial healing after
step edge impacts is crucial to ensuring the evolution of a
single, elongated vacancy island.
One may rephrase and generalize these arguments by stat-
ing that in the absence of vacancy, adatom cluster, and ada-
tom diffusion, the formation of vacancy grooves is initiated
at too many locations and at too many times, thus burying
the pattern formation in noise. In fact, in Figs. 8a and 8b,
it is seen that the initial stage of pattern formation becomes
more noisy toward lower temperatures before it eventually
ceases.
The pattern formation mechanism presented here relies on
the presence of steps illuminated by the ion beam, be it in the
form of preexisting steps or of the vacancy or adatom clus-
ters on the terrace. Nucleation is irrelevant for pattern forma-
tion: elongated vacancy islands can grow out of a single
vacancy or adatom on the terrace. Vacancy, adatom, and
small adatom cluster mobility is, however, essential for pat-
tern formation as it limits the number of places of vacancy
island formation and suppresses new vacancy groove forma-
tion after the onset of pattern formation.
VI. THE THERMAL PATTERN FORMATION REGIME
In distinction to the athermal pattern formation regime, in
the thermal pattern formation regime the developing wave-
length is strongly temperature and also ion flux dependent.
The origin of the onset of wavelength increase is most easily
identified by comparing the morphologies after low ion flu-
ence. Figure 8 exhibits STM topographs after 0.5 MLE ion
exposure at temperatures from 250 to 720 K. Up to 450 K
predominantly vacancy groove structures aligned along the
ion beam evolve, while above 450 K the picture is qualita-
tively different: the visible vacancy island structures are
compact, exhibiting the energetically preferred and dense-
packed 110 steps. Apparently, at 550 K and above the full
step edge mobility see Table I is present and keeps the
vacancy island close to its minimum energy shape, despite
the anisotropic removal of material by the ion beam. As
growth of a vacancy island structure is not more limited to
the ion beam direction as in the athermal pattern formation
FIG. 7. Cartoons illustrating the different scenarios for the in-
teraction of growing, elongated vacancy islands. a Vacancy
groove separation normal to the beam ddS: no interaction. b d
dS: repulsion see the text. c d0.5dS: coalescence.
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regime, but is isotropic, vacancy islands reach a much larger
extension normal to the beam direction. This increase im-
plies a larger length scale in the direction normal to the beam
in the thermal pattern formation regime and thus a larger
wavelength.63
Nevertheless, it is not straightforward to imagine how un-
der these conditions of isotropic vacancy island growth a
ripple pattern reflecting the bombardment geometry may re-
sult at all. The solution to this puzzle is visible in Fig. 8. A
close inspection of Figs. 8d and 8e reveals a considerable
amount of positional order of the compact vacancy islands.
The order is most easily recognized by looking to these im-
ages under a grazing observation angle from various direc-
tions. The vacancy islands are partly aligned along the ion
beam direction. A nice example for this alignment is high-
lighted by the black arrow in Fig. 8e.
As discussed in our recent Letter,36 ions entering the
space between the surface layer and the layer below at an
ascending step may be guided for substantial distances be-
tween these lattice planes until vibrations eventually cause a
large angle scattering event and dechanneling. At the loca-
tion of dechanneling, which may be located more than 100 Å
behind the entering step edge, considerable damage results in
the form of large vacancy and adatom clusters. Subsequent
step edge impacts into these cluster steps will cause the for-
mation of a new independent vacancy island. Assuming the
step, where the channeling ion initially entered, to be the
ascending boundary of a mother vacancy island, this process
causes the formation of a daughter vacancy island. With re-
spect to the ion beam direction, the daughter vacancy island
is found behind the mother vacancy island due to its origin
from the dechanneling damage. By iteration, this mechanism
leads to chains of vacancy islands aligned in the ion beam
direction, as visible in Figs. 8d and 8e. We note that the
damage created on the channeling path has, in principle, also
the chance to cause step edge impacts. Consequently, two or
more daughter islands may originate from a single channel-
ing event, although the probability for this case is presum-
ably small.
With the help of this information it is now straightforward
to explain stage I of pattern formation in the thermal re-
gime, i.e., the formation of an island groove. Upon island
growth, the positional alignment of compact vacancy islands
causes their preferential coalescence along the ion beam di-
rection. The resulting island grooves are not transformed into
compact islands for two reasons: First, their size step edge
length increases suddenly upon coalescence, making reshap-
ing of the island slow on the experimental time scale. The
reshaping time  increases as d, where d is the final,
compact island diameter. For edge diffusion =4 is
expected,64,65 in good agreement with experiments.66,67 Sec-
ond, as visible in the MD simulations compare Fig. 2, step
edge impacts frequently cause not only the removal of atoms
from the first layer, but also the creation of vacancies in the
second or even lower layers. Thus, already at the time of
coalescence many of the compact first layer vacancy islands
FIG. 8. Morphology of Pt111 after an ion fluence of 0.5 MLE at a 250 K, b 350 K, c 450 K, d 550 K, e 625 K, and f 720 K.
The direction of the ion beam projection onto the surface is indicated by a white arrow in a. The black arrow in e indicates a chain of
vacancy islands with positional order. The image size is 1650 Å1650 Å for all topographs.
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contain second layer vacancy islands compare Fig. 6b and
Fig. 8d. These second layer vacancy islands impede the
motion of the coalesced island groove step by step-step
repulsion,68 thereby stabilizing its shape. It should be noted
that planar subsurface channeling takes place also in the
athermal pattern formation regime compare Fig. 8c, but it
is not of significant relevance for vacancy groove formation.
Aligned vacancy cluster formation is unimportant due to the
fast motion of illuminated vacancy groove steps in the ion
beam direction about 30 nm for each MLE of fluence for
=83°.
A proof for the importance of planar subsurface channel-
ing to pattern formation in the thermal regime is obtained by
performing experiments in which the effect of channeling is
switched off. Figure 9 compares the adatom yields obtained
by molecular-dynamics simulation under 83° and under 80°
impact angle towards the target normal.69 The data for 83°
impact show a pronounced dip at −7, which has its origin
in the channeling of the projectile:39 When the ion impinges
on the lower terrace at this location, it is specularly reflected
and enters the upper terrace just in between the first and the
second monolayer, where it can be channeled and conse-
quently delivers only a relatively small amount of energy in
the vicinity of the step to the target, inducing there only little
sputtering and adatom production. This “channeling dip” is
largely absent for 80° impact angle, proving that in this case,
the probability for channeling is largely reduced.
For the initial stages of pattern formation ion fluences up
to 2.0 MLE, we showed in Ref. 36 that the removal of
planar subsurface channeling by a reduction from =83° to
=79° largely diminishes ordering of the early stage pattern
and its alignment with respect to the ion beam direction.
Without channeling, the aligned formation of vacancy is-
lands is absent, giving rise to a nearly isotropic labyrinth
pattern at the moment of coalescence of the first layer va-
cancy islands. Nevertheless, even in the absence of channel-
ing some alignment of the pattern with respect to the ion
takes place during subsequent growth. The remainders in the
upper layers are unable to reshape due to pinning by lower
layer steps. As the ion beam causes a global motion of all
illuminated steps in the beam direction, the remainder struc-
tures extending normal to the beam will be removed first
small thickness normal to the beam while the parts in the
beam direction survive longer large thickness normal to the
beam. The further the erosion progresses and the larger the
amplitude of the pattern, the more relevant this effect will
become all but the lowest layers are remainder layers.
Thus, one might speculate that the better alignment of the
pattern due to channeling is only an initial state effect that
completely disappears after sufficiently long bombardment.
Figure 10 exemplifies that this speculation is wrong. In Fig.
10a, a quite irregular pattern evolves at 550 K for =79°
after 14 MLE. The pattern is predominantly of ripple or can-
yon character, with a considerable mound/pit component due
to the significant roughness along the ion beam direction.
The superior pattern order for =83° is evident by compari-
son to Fig. 10b, which exhibits the topography after the
same removed amount. Thus, the aligned vacancy island for-
mation by planar subsurface channeling is in this tempera-
ture regime necessary for the fabrication of well oriented
patterns, irrespective of the erosion time.
We turn now to the discussion of the stage II of pattern
formation in the thermal regime, i.e., to the ordering in the
direction normal to the ion beam. The comparison of Fig.
1e of Ref. 36 1.0 MLE at 550 K with Fig. 6b 1.0 MLE
at 450 K makes obvious that the order of the vacancy island
grooves in the direction normal to the ion beam at 550 K is
worse than at 450 K. Also, the inset of Fig. 4b shows a
worsening in pattern regularity above 450 K. Pattern evolu-
tion in the sense of an array of structures with a characteristic
separation is thus hampered by the onset of full edge mobil-
ity. Moreover, the comparison makes two more differences
visible: First, the vacancy grooves are due to their compact
growth prior to coalescence much broader than at 450 K.
These broad vacancy grooves, which may be traced back to
the onset of step edge mobility along vacancy island edges
are the origin of the transition from a ripple ridge pattern to
a ripple valley pattern being dominated by broad U-shaped
valleys with increasing temperature, as observed in Fig. 3.
Second, large top terrace spaces are left between vacancy
grooves, which result from a more dephased vacancy groove
formation, if compared to the situation at 450 K. During sub-
sequent ion exposure there is a significant probability for
new vacancy island and subsequent vacancy groove forma-
tion in these larger terrace spaces, while the depletion effect
mentioned in Sec. V will prevent the formation of new va-
cancy islands on narrow terrace spaces. Thus again, this ef-
FIG. 9. A comparison of the adatom yields for ions impinging
with 80° and with 83° toward the target normal. Data show the
dependence of the adatom yield calculated by molecular dynamics
as a function of the distance from the step location. =x /x mea-
sures the distance of the ion impact point to the step edge in units of
the spacing of dense packed atomic rows on the 111 surface.
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fect is a first element contributing to vacancy groove order-
ing. As there is very little sputtering from the adatom bands
separating the vacancy grooves, adatom and vacancies are
produced in similar numbers and if not recombined immedi-
ately, arrive in similar numbers at the neighboring vacancy
grooves. Therefore they have no or only a negligible effect
on vacancy groove ordering.
With the help of Fig. 11 we evaluate now the importance
of adatoms and vacancies created at the bottom of vacancy
grooves. These adatoms and vacancies are created in signifi-
cant numbers due to step edge impacts into second layer
compact vacancy clusters, of which the origin has already
been mentioned in the discussion of stage I previously. Fig-
ure 11 displays cartoons of surface cross sections in the di-
rection normal to the ion beam with three vacancy grooves
separated by two remaining top layer terraces. The center
vacancy groove has a larger width than the neighboring two
grooves. By step edge impacts, vacancies are removed from
their bottom and adatoms are created dotted changes in the
upper panel. Even if single vacancies are created, they ex-
perience a significant step edge barrier at the ascending step
and are thus attached to the existing second layer vacancy
island. The majority of the adatoms, however, attach to the
nearby ascending step edges, while a minority may recom-
bine with second layer vacancies. On the bottom of the cen-
tral large vacancy groove in the average, more vacancies and
adatoms will be created. In consequence, the width of the
vacancy grooves becomes more similar. Most important, the
average separation of the adatom band centers becomes more
uniform, thereby improving the pattern periodicity. As shown
in Fig. 1f of Ref. 36, after an ion fluence of 2.0 MLE
canyon depth of 2–3 ML the erosion pattern is developed
and in regularity comparable to the pattern after an ion flu-
ence of 1.0 MLE at 450 K compare to Fig. 6b.
To conclude the discussion of the thermal pattern forma-
tion regime, its termination toward high temperatures needs
to be briefly discussed compare Fig. 3f. The investigation
of normal incidence ion bombardment of Pt111 identified
the onset of atom detachment from kinks at 700 K compare
Table I as the mechanism for the substantial decrease of
roughness above 700 K.13,17,18,58,59 The detachment of atoms
from steps causes the formation of an adatom lattice gas
within the evolving compact vacancy islands. Thereby the
nucleation and growth of vacancy clusters on their bottom is
effectively suppressed. Free adatoms experience an only neg-
ligible step edge barrier when descending into a vacancy or
vacancy island compare Table I. The adatom lattice gas
formation bypasses not only the step edge barrier for vacan-
cies effectively, but also causes a rapid filling of vacancy
clusters at their bottom that are created, e.g., by step edge
impacts. Consequently, the vacancy islands grow large and
coalesce prior to the formation of new vacancy islands at
their bottom. Only the remainders of the coalescence
processes—elongated adatom island structures—lead to a
gradual and slow roughness buildup.59
Concluding this section, a comparison to the nanogroove
formation scenario on Cu001 by 0.8 keV Ar+ grazing inci-
dence =80°  ion bombardment is in place.34 Very similar
to the present investigation, the authors report two regimes
of pattern wavelength: one with a fixed wavelength up to
200 K and one with a monotonic increase of wavelength
with temperature. In their athermal temperature regime, the
pattern wavelength is of the order of the impact diameter; it
increases with ion energy and is flux independent.
However, van Dijken et al. report also intriguing differ-
ences compared to the present case: the wavelength of their
FIG. 10. Morphologies of Pt111 after the removal of identical
amounts of material. a =79°, 550 K, 14 MLE 5 keV Ar+. b
=83°, 550 K, 20 MLE 5 keV Ar+ at 550 K. The direction of the
ion beam is indicated in each topograph by a white arrow. The
image sizes are 2450 Å2450 Å.
FIG. 11. Cartoons of surface cross sections in the direction nor-
mal to the ion beam with three vacancy grooves separated by two
remaining top layer terraces. The center vacancy groove has a larger
width than the neighboring ones. a Initial situation full lines,
centers of top layer terraces dotted lines, and changes due to sub-
sequent ion exposure dashed lines. b The final situation full
lines and centers of the remaining top, terraces dashed lines. The
lateral shift of these centers upon exposure is indicated by arrows.
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patterns does not depend on ion fluence nor does the ampli-
tude of their patterns exceed two layers for ion fluences up to
1.81020 ions/m2. For the grazing-incidence ion bombard-
ment of Pt111, however, a strong increase of the pattern
wavelength with ion fluence coarsening and a power law
increase of roughness with ion fluence is found.35
In their explanation of pattern formation, the authors point
out the relevance of preferential erosion of steps illuminated
by the ion beam as well as the importance of the depletion
effect for ordering normal to the ion beam direction, in full
agreement with the present findings. For the conditions used
here, however, the athermal interaction of neighboring va-
cancy grooves by adatom repulsion and the positional align-
ment of vacancy islands due to subsurface channeling must
be considered as additional important ingredients for pattern
formation and ordering.
The transition from the athermal to the thermal pattern
formation regime is attributed by van Dijken et al. to the
onset of vacancy mobility. This is in striking contrast to the
present study, which shows quite clearly the onset of full step
edge mobility as the origin of the transition. The high tem-
perature limit of pattern formation is attributed by van
Dijken et al. to thermodynamics, striving for equilibrium
shaped islands, while in the present case the initial formation
of compact islands with close to equilibrium shapes does not
prohibit pattern formation. Only the formation of an adatom
lattice gas inhibits pattern formation by suppressing rough-
ness buildup. Contrary to the present findings, van Dijken et
al. claim that grooves develop even in the absence of ther-
mally activated vacancy or adatom diffusion, and that ther-
mally activated ledge atom diffusion is crucial for pattern
formation.
The hierarchy of diffusion processes with their ladder of
onset temperatures depends critically on the symmetry of the
crystal surface e.g., on fcc001 surfaces step edge diffusion
has typically a lower activation energy than adatom diffu-
sion, which is just contrary to fcc111 surfaces. One possi-
bility to account for the differences observed in the two sys-
tems is to attribute them to differences in the hierarchy of
diffusion processes. The missing roughness increase with ion
fluence on Cu001, for instance, could possibly be related to
a small or negligible step edge barrier for vacancies. Future
research is certainly necessary to clarify the discrepancies
between the two systems.
VII. ROUGHNESS EVOLUTION DURING
GRAZING-INCIDENCE ION BOMBARDMENT
Although a full discussion of the temperature and fluence
dependence of the roughness evolution during grazing-
incidence ion bombardment is postponed to a future publica-
tion, two questions need to be answered in the present con-
text. First, it has to be discussed how the initial vacancy
groove pattern with a monolayer amplitude is transformed to
subsequent layers and why the surface becomes rougher and
rougher, yielding eventually a ripple pattern. Second, the bell
shaped roughness curve of Fig. 4a demands an explanation.
In order to answer the question after the transfer of the
vacancy groove pattern into a ripple pattern we consider a
situation after the removal of one or several monolayers,
where already a large step concentration is present e.g.,
Figs. 6a–6b or Figs. 1e–1f of Ref. 36. In such a situ-
ation new vacancy islands in lower layers are almost exclu-
sively formed by steps traveling in the direction of the ion
beam we disregard for simplicity channeling effects. Dur-
ing its motion, occasionally massive step edge impacts will
cause the formation of a large vacancy cluster in the level
below the retracting step compare Fig. 2. If this vacancy
cluster survives and is enlarged by subsequent step edge im-
pacts, erosion of a new layer starts. This survival probability
is very different for a vacancy cluster formed in a vacancy
groove or on the bottom of a valley and on an adatom band
or on the ridge of a ripple. In a vacancy groove the adatoms
created by the massive impact will largely incorporate in the
nearby ascending steps, while the vacancies remain at the
bottom of the groove. Due to the step edge barrier for vacan-
cies, their healing by ascending steps is hampered. It is thus
likely that the vacancy cluster transforms by additional step
edge impacts into a stable vacancy island located one layer
below the retracting step that initiated its birth. On a retract-
ing adatom band, the adatoms generated will behave similar
as in a vacancy groove. They will largely incorporate into
nearby descending steps due to a negligible adatom step
edge barrier. The vacancies, however, may heal without any
additional barrier to the same descending steps as the ada-
toms. Thus, the chance for the survival of the cluster and its
enlargement to a stable island is strongly diminished. A close
inspection of the morphology in Fig. 6b reveals the dra-
matically different vacancy island formation rate within va-
cancy grooves and adatom bands. In conclusion, due to the
step edge barrier for vacancies, the formation of new va-
cancy islands is much more likely in the ripple valleys than
on the ripple ridges, thereby driving an increase of ripple
amplitude with ion fluence.
The bell-shaped roughness curve of Fig. 4a exhibits at
low temperatures very little roughness as the pattern forma-
tion is buried in noise. Defects are not separated by diffusion
and with increasing ion fluence very quickly a saturation
roughness develops. Locations of large roughness are even
smoothed out by thermal spikes and the ensuing viscous
flow. At high temperatures the roughness is low due to the
lattice gas formation, which bypasses step edge barrier for-
mation. At intermediate temperatures diffusion allows lateral
separation of defects depletion effect and the step edge bar-
rier to act. Thus the roughness increases continuously with
ion fluence.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the analysis of ripple pattern formation un-
der grazing-incidence ion bombardment indicates a distinc-
tion between an athermal 200–500 K and a thermal
500–700 K pattern formation regime. Below 200 K and
above 700 K, pattern formation ceases due to the dominance
of noise and due adatom lattice gas formation, respectively.
The transition between the thermal and the athermal pattern
formation is triggered by the onset of full step edge mobility.
Three elements determine the pattern formation in the ather-
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mal regime: the rapid motion of illuminated step edges in the
ion beam direction, leading to vacancy grooves, the interac-
tion of neighboring grooves through adatom repulsion, and
the depletion effect preventing vacancy groove formation on
narrow adatom bands separating vacancy grooves. While the
first element causes the alignment of vacancy structures
along the beam direction, the two latter give rise to ordering
in the direction normal to the ion beam. In the thermal pat-
tern formation regime alignment of vacancy structures is due
to the preferential coalescence of compact vacancy clusters
in the beam direction: This preferential coalecence may be
traced back to positional alignment of compact vacancy is-
lands in beam direction, caused by damage effects of planar
subsurface channeling. The ordering in the direction normal
to the ion beam is delayed compared to the athermal regime,
as due to the larger wavelength adatom repulsion is of only
small importance. In this regime ordering is supported by
effective damage separation within vacancy grooves and the
depletion effect.
The transfer of the initial patterns into well developed
ripple patterns of larger roughness is due to the preferential
production of new stable vacancy structures on the bottom of
vacancy grooves. The origin of this preference is a large step
edge barrier for vacancies to heal at ascending steps.
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